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“Benefits such as protection of the actuator, vibration 
control, prevention of rotation of the plug head and keeping 
the seat alignment intact, all of which play an important role 
in valve longevity and operation” he said.

Rule added “The conventional method of fitting guides 
around the shaft of the plug head has shown that there 
are constantly re-occurring problems that are reported 
from this method. eDART utilises an alternative method 
throughout its range of valves that embraces three or more 
guide bars to guide the plug head which are polyurethane 
coated to provide wear resistance”.

The four main problems with fitting 
guides around the shaft
Five main problems have been established with the 
conventional method of guiding plugged heads:

• The guiding is a fair distance from the seat which is 
where it is best served to prevent the plug rubbing on 
one side of the seat ring bore, making any clearance 
between the shaft and guide magnified at the point of 
seating

• In the case of dart valves installed inside a tank the 
guides are generally attached to the side of the tank. 
This makes for a more difficult installation and puts 
accurate alignment in jeopardy which can prove 
particularly costly when the site is remote.

• The small clearance between the guide bush and the 
shaft makes this arrangement vulnerable to a deposit 
of solid material between the two components. Scale 
build up on the shaft can result in the valve sticking and 
not moving smoothly.

• There are forces on the plug head from the fluid flow 
that can cause the shaft to rotate which is extremely 
difficult to prevent on a shaft with a relatively small 
diameter

• Shaft guides, wear quickly, leaving the shaft poorly 
guided. 

The advantages of fitting the guides to 
the plug head (or head guiding)
Guide bars are an interference fit directly on the diameter 
of the plug, installation and commissioning is a lot easier 
when the guiding is attached to the seat assembly thereby 
eliminating the need for alignment from guide to seat. It 
also eliminates material build up that can result in seizure 
due to the fact that guiding takes place between two circles 
touching on the outside. Rule added “Importantly, the plug 
head will be pushed against two bars by the line forces and 
the friction between the components will prevent all but 

The benefit of head guided 
plugs on slurry valves
“Good guiding of the plug head with three or more guide bars offers better benefits to 
valve performance than otherwise offered by the conventional method of fitting guides 
around the shaft” commented Richard Rule, eDART Slurry Valve Director.  

the most severe rotational forces from twisting the shaft. 
For larger valves it is standard to fit an anti-rotation plate, or 
crown guide, on the back of the plug head which eliminates 
all rotation”.

“The fact that our guide bars are polyurethane coated means 
that they are capable of handling fluid flow, and the velocity 
of this flow is much lower around the bars than between 
the plug and seat, substantially reducing the potential of 
erosion” said Rule.

“Answering the industry question of what plug shape is 
good for the job at hand” Rule commented “We at eDART 
use Computer Fluid Dynamics to compare plug and seat 
type valves using different shapes.  We have established 
that the inverted plug shape has a quick opening valve 
characteristic while the cone plug resembles a more linear 
valve characteristic. The cone plug is suited to control due 
to the valve characteristic being near linear, unlike the quick 
opening plug which is suitable for on/off applications.” 
concluded Rule.

The linear characteristic shape of the eDART cone plug 
can easily be controlled by standard PID controllers and 
is therefore a popular choice for eDART’s range of slurry 
control valves.
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